
Software History  
 
NOTE: Each release contains all solutions identified in the earlier version.  
 
The latest software solves the issues below:  

 
TPL161E_012.003.039.001 (Date published: 2018-10-25)  

 Resolve YouTube video volume changed issue 

 
TPL161E_012.003.037.001 (Date published: 2018-09-18)  

 Resolve Netflix error TVQ-PM-100 issue * 

 Ambilight improvement 

 Astra channel list being re-arranged  (Switzerland) 

  
* After software upgrade,   
1) Press “Settings” key on RC, select “General settings” -> “Reinstall TV.” 
2) Remove the AC power to TV set, wait for a minute and re-apply the AC power to TV set.  
 
Note that All settings will be reset and installed channels will be replaced. 

 
TPL161E_012.003.035.001 (Date published: 2018-05-16)  

 DVB-C channels being re-arranged (Poland) 

 User Interface improvement during Wifi sign in and USB keyboard 
 
TPL161E_012.003.034.001 (Date published: 2017-12-05)  

 Open Internet APP cannot open via Smart TV Dashboard. 

 Improvement in WiFi sign on (supports major characters Macedonian language) 

 
TPL161E_012.003.031.001 (Date published: 2017-07-07)  

 Channel logo updates 

 Stability Improvement 

 Improvement in APP [Brazzers] 

 
TPL161E_012.003.030.001 (Date published: 2017-04-25)  

 Small rectangular content seen in middle of screen after YouTube playback. 

 
TPL161E_012.003.029.001 (Date published: 2017-03-06)  

 Improvement on Ambilight during start up. 

 Improvement on stability. 

 Hang up after Philips Logo. 

 Selection of favourite channels via number keys [Czech Republic, France, Russia, Slovakia]. 

 Channel logo update. 

 Macedonian Menu language selection. 

 
TPL161E_012.003.026.001 (Date published: 2016-12-21)  

 Hang up at Philips Logo. 

 TV cannot start up.   

 Channel logo update – Czech Republic. 

 Improvement on channel update message [Russia].  



 
TPL161E_012.003.024.001 (Date published: 2016-11-23)  

  Missing audio from Headphone on scrambled channel, and after changing channel via BC-EPG.   

 
TPL161E_012.003.022.001 (Date published: 2016-10-17)  

 Improve Ambi-light behavior.  
 
TPL161E_012.003.018.001 (Date published: 2016-09-29) 

 Add Ambi-light function in 6201 series. 

 Improve IPEPG function. 

 Resolve smart TV dashboard issue. 

 Resolve program reminder notification issue. 

 Resolve favorites channel list issue. 
 
TPL161E_012.002.033.001 (Date published: 2016-08-02) 

 Enabling of smart TV App (Netherland). 

 Improving on content browser UI. 

 New function: One channel list (DVB-C + DVB-T) in France/Russia/Czech/Slovakia countries. 
 
TPL161E_012.002.031.001 (Date published: 2016-06-16) 

 Improving IP-EPG. 

 Improving HDMI ARC performance. 

 Improving Philips TV remote app features. 

 [Metenews APP] video play is abnormal. 
 
TPL161E_012.002.017.001 (Date published: 2016-05-25) 

 Initial production software.  


